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Abstract
Physical and biological measurements might display range values extending towards infi-
nite. The occurrence of infinity in equations, such as the black hole singularities, is a trou-
blesome issue that causes many theories to break down when assessing extreme events. 
Different methods, such as re-normalization, have been proposed to avoid detrimental 
infinity. Here a novel technique is proposed, based on geometrical considerations and the 
Alexander Horned sphere, that permits to undermine infinity in physical and biophysical 
equations. In this unconventional approach, a continuous monodimensional line becomes 
an assembly of countless bidimensional lines that superimpose in quantifiable knots and 
bifurcations. In other words, we may state that Achilles leaves the straight line and over-
takes the turtle.

Keywords Donut-like · Infinity · Paths · Physical geometry · Networks · Alexander horned 
sphere

1 Introduction

Excluding conformal infinity (Frauendiener 2000), the occurrence of infinite results in 
physical and biophysical formulas prevents experimental descriptions of real observables 
(Bergmann 1989). For example, when assessing bodies with infinite gravitational mass 
and/or energy, equations become untreatable and lead to failures in theories. A standard 
example is the mathematical singularity of black holes, where the commonest solutions of 
the equations of general relativity allow for zero-size, finite mass distributions. This leads 
to infinite density, e.g., singularities where relativity breaks down. The same occurs when 
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biological dynamics give rise to nonlinear chaotic paths, where the trajectories become 
gradually more and more unpredictable. The problem becomes troublesome, if we think 
that infinity is hidden also in the most unlikely discipline, i.e., quantum mechanics. Despite 
quantum description is framed on the concept of indivisible elements, it must be stressed 
that its postulates dictate dynamics taking place inside a Hilbert space of infinite dimen-
sions. In quantum mechanics, infinity runs out the door and comes back in the window. To 
make the problem more intricate, recent claims suggest that infinite sets cannot be reduced 
to finite sets (in technical terms, the Connes conjecture is refutable). Indeed, it seems that 
infinity cannot be reduced to finite, at least in peculiar contexts such as von Neumann 
algebras (Ji et al. 2020). The problem is worsened by the Mandelstamm-Tamm inequality 
for quantum systems (Mandelstam and Tamm 1945), that dictates a general lower bound 
for the lifetime of all quantum states in terms of reasonable measures of uncertainty of 
the energy in a system, even if the standard deviation is infinite. Indeed, according to the 
Heisenberg principle, the time-energy uncertainty relation (Busch 2008) has the following 
formulation:

where ΔT  is the duration of a system perturbation and ΔE is the change in energy in a quan-
tum jump of the system. In such a quantum jump, it is possible a quantum of unbounded 
energy. Heisenberg argued that there is imprecision within which the instant of transition 
between system states is specifiable via the time-energy relation (Heisenberg 1927). This 
means that significant fluctuations in the duration of system particle energy may occur in 
a very short time interval, which results in the uncertainty of the temporal coordinates, 
starting and ending instants. In turn, very short time intervals lead to huge fluctuations in 
energy of quanta which tend towards infinite values. As a consequence of the time-energy 
uncertainty relation, there is uncertainty for both ΔT  (indeterminate variations in system 
change intervals) and ΔE (indeterminate energy fluctuations that can either infinitesimally 
small or tending towards infinity).

In sum, although infinity can be used in physics and biophysics, scientists require for 
practical purposes the final results to be physically meaningful: e.g., in quantum field the-
ory, infinities are treated through procedures such as renormalization (Hooft 1971). Here 
we propose a fully novel, topologically-framed, approach to the issue of infinity in scien-
tific equations.

2  Geometrical Concepts of Infinity

The concept of infinity is strictly correlated with the long-standing geometrical problem 
concerning the line: is a line composed of indivisibles, or is it an infinitely divisible contin-
uum? Throughout the centuries, many different answers have been provided to this pains-
taking question (Bell 2005). For example, Aristotle, Al Ghazali and Averroes stated that 
a line is not composed of atoms, but rather of parts divisible without an end (Aristotle 
1980). Democritus, Leucippus and Epicurus maintained that a continuous line is composed 
of indivisible bodies. Pythagoras, Plato and Walter de Chatton (about 1323) claimed that 
a line is composed by a finite number of indivisibles, while others by an infinite num-
ber of indivisibles. In this latter group, Henry of Harclay (1275–1317) stated that a line is 
composed by an infinite number of immediately joined indivisibles, while the Bishop of 

(1)ΔTΔE ≥
ℏ

2
,
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Lincoln that it is composed by an infinite number of indivisibles which are mediate to one 
another. According to the more sophisticated mathematical approach of Richard Kilving-
ton (about 1302–1360), a continuum stands for infinite sets of integers containing infinite 
subsets with intrinsic and extrinsic quantifiable boundaries. Adam of Whodeham (death: 
1358) suggested that one infinite can be greater than another. In turn, Bradwardine, out-
stripping the contemporary mathematical views, believed that a continuum is not com-
posed of indivisible points, but of mutually joined parts, i.e., an infinite number of mediate 
indivisibles that are not points (Bradwardine 1328–1335). William of Ockham said that a 
continuum whose parts form a unity is distinct from a contiguum of juxtaposed things. In 
the following centuries, the issue was tackled by foremost authors, including Isaac Bar-
row, Leibnitz, Guillame de L’Hópital, Euler, Berkeley, until the continuum was described 
in terms of infinitesimals by Bernard Bolzano, Augustin-Louis Cauchy, Karl Weierstrass, 
Richard Dedekind (Dedekind 1963). Different solutions were proposed, until Georg Can-
tor introduced the theory of transfinite numbers that led to the modern concept of abstract 
set (Cantor 1961). In Cantor’s view, it was numbers, rather than geometric points, that are 
equipped with objective significance.

Critical reactions were put forward by Brentano, Peirce, Poincaré (Poincaré 1946), 
Brouwer, Hermann Weyl. Enthrallingly, Wittgenstein stated that infinite objects cannot 
occur in our world, because infinity is just a logical concept of the possibilities of the lan-
guage: he said that, if two calculations give rise to different results, it is not a fault, neither 
a contradiction, because the observer is always allowed to change the rules of the joke he 
is playing (Waismann 1979). By the way, this is what happens when the four-dimensional 
account of relativity breaks down inside the black hole singularity, so that we are required 
to introduce in our tale the infinite-dimensional account of quantum Hilbert spaces. Apart 
from the most advanced contemporary theories—see Abram Robinson (1996), Bridges 
(1999), Lawvere (1980), it is assumed in calculus and theory of function that between any 
two rational points there are rational points. For every convergent series of such fractions 
there is just one limiting points: this collection of limiting points it termed continuous. In 
particular, in modern topology, a continuum is defined as a compact connected subset of a 
topological space.

2.1  Infinity as a Straight Line in an Unusual Historical Geometrical Approach

One of the most striking treatments of infinity is the one by Nicolas de Cusa (de Cusa 
1440), that allows to use mathematical and geometrical features to undertake physical 
infinity. de Cusa pictures the infinite as a straight line. Infinite circles or spheres can be 
described in terms of infinite lines: when the diameter becomes less curved in proportion 
to the increased circumference, then the maximum circumference, which cannot be greater, 
is minimally curved and therefore maximally straight. An infinite line is necessarily the 
straightest, so that no curvature is opposed. In the same way, every infinite manifold with 
positive curvature (an infinite triangle, an infinite square) can be described in terms of an 
infinite maximum line that is the longest and straightest. Nor will this maximum manifold 
be composed of sides and angles; rather, the infinite line and angle are one and the same 
thing, so that the line is the angle, because the manifold is the line. In sum, an infinite line 
stands, according to de Cusa, for all that which is in the possibility of every finite line and 
manifold. Hence, a speculative inference can be made, namely, infinity is correlated with 
finite manifolds. In current scientific terms, de Cusa’s account sounds as follows: given 
a physical system described by progressively increasing curves on a positive-curvature 
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manifold, the unwanted occurrence of a straight line (standing for infinite value in equa-
tions) can be erased by adding progressively decreasing curves on an opposite negative-
curvature manifold. In sum, infinity can be expressed by a straight line with zero-curvature. 
This observation has been used in the mathematical treatment of physical finite systems 
whose equations lead to the unwanted infinity by Tozzi and Peters (2019a), who employed 
geometrical procedures (Frankel 2011), Langevin equations (Langevin 1908), Levi–Civita 
and Ehresmann connections (Levi-Civita 1917; Ehresmann 1950).

3  Topology Comes into Play

In this paragraph, we suggest a geometrically-framed method to solve the problem of infin-
ity in physical systems. If one wants to assess finite physical measurements leading to 
infinity, one needs at first to consider bounded as well as unbounded geometrical shapes 
and topological manifolds, together with their features and relations (Naimpally and Peters 
2013; Guadagni 2014; Di Concilio et  al. 2018, Peters 2020a, b). Next, one must apply 
these relations in a projective way. Thirdly, one must thereafter, in a still more highly trans-
formed way, apply the relations of these infinite figures to the general concept of math-
ematical infinity, which is altogether independent even of all figures and manifolds.

3.1  Alexander Horned Sphere: A Toroidal Phase Space for Both Infinite and Discrete 
Lines

To make the description of a line that assesses quantitative values of both indivisible and 
divisible features, we propose to use a peculiar torus-like phase space, modified from the 
pathological object termed horned sphere (Alexander 1924). An Alexander horned sphere 
(AHS) is a topological structure made up of a countable union of compact sets. The map-
ping of AHS is homeomorphic with the ball  B3, its boundary being a sphere (Fig.  1a). 
AHS, together with its inside, stands for a topological 3-ball which is simply connected 
(i.e., every finite, simple closed curve can be shrunk to a point by a sequence of retraction 
mappings while staying inside). However, the outer complement of the solid is not simply 
connected and its fundamental group  is not finitely generated. This provides an example 
of a wild embedding in  E3: the exterior is not simply connected (unlike the exterior of the 
usual round sphere). This means that a closed curve linking a torus in the above construc-
tion cannot be shrunk to a point without touching the horned sphere (Fig. 1b, c). Because 
AHS displays an uncountable infinity of wild points which are the limits of the sequences, 
it has also been used to describe wild embeddings in quantum states (Asselmeyer-Maluga 
2018). Furthermore, the set of nonlocally flat points is a Cantor set. AHS displays branch 
points on the sphere (roughly, the “ends” of the horns), since any neighborhood of a limit 
contains a horned complex.

What matters in our framework is that the bifurcation paths approaching an infinite 
number are disjoined, i.e., no bifurcation is in touch with another on the opposite side 
(Fig. 1c). To treat together both finite and infinite quantities, we require an AHS torus-like 
structure equipped with two different functional areas (Fig. 2):

(a) a circular section, on which indivisible features can be evaluated.
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(b) a branched section, equipped with ad  libitum infinite bifurcations, on which con-
tinuum can be evaluated. This means that the continuum inside a one-dimensional line 
is treated in terms of superimposition of countless lines in two dimensions.

4  Mathematical Treatment of Infinity Via the Alexander Horn

Concerning AHS and the more general problem of the number of links in knots, linking 
numbers � (sum of the number of crossing points in a knot) as well as enhanced linking 
numbers have been introduced (Livingston 2003). A link is a collection of closed curves 
in three-dimensional space without self-intersections. A link with one component is called 
a knot. Examples of links with two components are shown in Fig. 3. In the study of knots 
(especially AHS), linking numbers can become unbounded (approaching infinite num-
bers of crossing points) rather quickly. For example, a two-component linking number is 
denoted by �(K, L) , which ranges over the set of integers 2, 3, ...,∞.

Also, AHS allows the introduction of geometric computable solutions to the problem 
of infinity. The basic approach is to rewrite metrics defined in terms of points at infinity 
with tractable, computable metrics that sidestep infinite planes and points at infinity. This 
permits to assess conformable infinity at computable points near, but not at, ideal points. 
In other words, ideal points on the infinite plane are replaced with non-ideal points that are 
computable, because they intersect sheets of infinite places. Here we provide an example 

Fig. 1  Alexander Horned sphere (AHS). a AHS can be built from a positive-curvature manifold with genus 
zero. b, c AHS at different magnifications. c displays the original draw and nomenclature provided by Alex-
ander (1924)
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Fig. 2  The geometric line in 
terms of divisible (a) and indivis-
ible (b) components. c depicts 
the two sides of an Alexander 
horn torus, encompassing both 
divisible (upper part) and indivis-
ible (lower part) components

Fig. 3  Examples of 2-component links. From: Livingston (2003)
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from physics (Frauendiener 2000). The Minkowski spacetime metric in polar coordinates 
is

where d�2 is the metric of the unit sphere. Let g̃ be a function defined on physical 
space–time manifold, i.e., a space that is locally Euclidean. To achieve conformal rescal-
ing of a spinor wave function g̃ (Penrose 1976), the null coordinates u = t − r, v = t + r are 
introduced to put the Minkowski line-element into the following form:

The coordinates u and v range over the complete real line, provided u − v ≥ 0. This infi-
nite range is compactified (every cover of the space has a finite subcover (Naimpally and 
Peters 2013)) by transforming the range space with appropriate functions with null coordi-
nates U,V  ranging over the open interval 

(

−
�

2
,+

�

2

)

, e.g., u = tanU, v = tanV , resulting in

This Minkowski metric is not defined for U,V  at the boundary points of the open inter-
val. Next, consider a second space–time metric g = Ω2g̃, which is the metric of the Ein-
stein cylinder �. To adapt the metric g to a space–time physical system, where the cylin-
der � lives, space–time coordinates are introduced, namely, T = U + V ,R = V − U. Then 
define g to be

In effect, the Minkowski space is conformably embedded into the Einstein cylinder �.

5  Alexander Torus in the Study of Physical and Biophysical Continuum: 
An Operational Example

Linear dynamics of physical and biological systems can be described in terms of trajec-
tories taking place inside manageable donut-like manifolds equipped with genus one. 
However, widespread nonlinear dynamics might take place, such as paths at the edge of 
chaos, power law and free scale phenomena, systems’ bifurcations, iterative maps, ordinary 
differential equations, Bayesian issues, temperature chaos detected in four-dimensional 
Edwards-Anderson models with Gaussian disorder to low temperatures (Wang et al. 2018). 
Here we ask: if we consider linear dynamics as indivisible, and non-linear chaotic dynam-
ics as continuous, is it feasible to build a single donut-like phase space where both these 
dynamics might be mapped? The answer is positive, if we consider AHS. Both the lin-
ear and nonlinear paths can be arranged inside a phase space consisting of an AHS. This 
relatively simple general description of both the trajectories as taking place inside horned 
torus-shaped manifolds allows to standardize the assessment of a wide range of natural and 
artificial paths, from time series analysis to iterative maps, from population dynamics to 
temperature.

Countless linear biological trajectories, including nervous dynamics, can be tackled 
in terms of paths of different curvatures embedded in a three-dimensional phase space 

(2)g̃ = dt2 − dr2 − r2d𝜎2,

(3)g̃ = dudv −
1

4
(v − u)2d𝜎2.

(4)g̃ =
1

4 cos2 U cos2 V

[

4dudv − sin
2 (V − U)

]

d𝜎2.

(5)g = dT2 − dR2 − sin
2 Rd�2.
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(Tozzi and Peters 2019b). As an example, here we provide a simulation of a linear flow 
that turns out chaotic when crossing a physical obstacle (Fig. 4a). To map these dynami-
cal paths to AHS, a projection mapping can be performed that allows the mirror image 
of a flow trajectory to be copied to the AHS surface (Fig. 4b), i.e., map each point in 
a flow trajectory onto to AHS surface. Such projections can be achieved through avail-
able methodologies of vectorial and tensorial transport, such as Ehresmann connec-
tions (Tozzi et al. 2017) or parallel transport on Riemannian manifolds (Sengupta et al. 
2016). It is noteworthy that different kinds of nonlinear paths can be assessed through 
this procedure: to make an example, Fig. 4c illustrates the case of two mirror logistic 
plots embedded in an AHS. In sum, when we place physical or biological observables 
on the surface of AHS, we achieve the description of their different trajectories inside a 
single, peculiar donut-like phase space.

Fig. 4  Mapping of real systems 
flows to AHS. Widespread 
physical and biological linear 
paths (a) can be described in 
terms of trajectories taking place 
the toroidal side of AHS (blue 
arrows and curved lines in b). 
In turn, non-linear trajectories 
can be projected to the branched 
section of the HAS (red arrows). 
Modified from: CFD Moduule. 
https ://www.techn ic.com.au/
produ cts/cfd/ (Retrieved 2018). c 
One of the feasible modifications 
of the Alexander horned sphere. 
Here two opposite logistic plots 
are inserted into the branched 
section of the horned torus
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6  Conclusion: Solving Infinity

It is assumed by scientists, due to pragmatic issues, that no measurable quantity or event 
has infinite values. Indeed, any physical and/or biophysical theory needs to provide opera-
tional tools that correspond to, or at least approximate, reality (e.g., Iyer and Petters 2007). 
Consider, for example, if any object of infinite gravitational mass were to exist, any use 
of the formula in order to quantify the gravitational force would lead to a useless infinite 
result. The formula would be useful neither to compute the force between two objects of 
finite mass, nor to compute their motions. Sometimes an infinite result of a physical quan-
tity may mean that the theory being used is approaching the point where it fails.

To solve the problem of the meaningless occurrence of infinity in scientific equations, 
a novel geometrically-framed conceptual framework has been proposed here, based on a 
geometric perspective. The mapping of real systems’ paths to AHS permits us to achieve 
manageable representations of countless physical and biological trajectories inside pecu-
liar donut-like phase spaces. This allows to simplify the measurement procedures, because 
toroidal paths have been widely studied in several fields, such as in modular wavelets, 
admissibility and frame conditions, lifting admissible functions, transformations and dila-
tions, reconstruction formulas, natural tensor products, required Lie groups and extra mod-
ular groups (Tozzi et al. 2018; Calixto et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015).

Thinking to the everlasting quarrel dating back to the ancient Greeks, a question arises. 
This paper is devoted to the notion of infinity as it appears in exact sciences: what kind of 
infinity is meant in the text? Is it an actual or potential infinity? In philosophy of mathemat-
ics and physics, the abstraction of actual infinity involves the acceptance (if the axiom of 
infinity is included) of infinite entities as given, actual and completed objects. These might 
include the set of natural numbers, extended real numbers, transfinite numbers, or even 
an infinite sequence of rational numbers. Actual infinity is to be contrasted with poten-
tial infinity, in which a non-terminating process (such as “add 1 to the previous number”) 
produces a sequence without the last element, and where each individual result is finite 
and is achieved in a finite number of steps. As a result, potential infinity is often formal-
ized using the concept of limit. Therefore, no problems arise in physical and biological 
frameworks when coping with the concept of potential infinity. Furthemore, a conceptual 
leap is provided here: in this novel framework based on the Alexander horn, a continuous 
monodimensional line stands for a set of innumerable bidimensional lines that overlay in 
quantifiable knots and bifurcations.
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